Plus

Seaweed Calcium
Blend with Soy Protein

Originates from seaweed that
absorbs essential minerals
& nutrients from the sea
K-OsteoCalPlus contains a unique blend of organic
calcium, marine collagen, multivitamins
and multiminerals. It is formulated as a
readily available and well assimilated
calcium and collagen source
particularly recommended to people
from all walks of life. In addition,
this unique product also contains
health-promoting ingredients
that contribute to boosting
your immune system and is
particularly useful for
health problems of
bones.

Europe Formulation

Plus

Essential Role of Calcium and Collagen Towards Our Health

Regular intake of calcium and collagen everyday is the key to prevent and treat calcium and collagen deficiency.
Calcium and collagen is essential in helping to build and strengthen our bones and fortified our tendons and
cartilage respectively. As we age, we require calcium, collagen and certain minerals as supplements due to
degeneration of the bones, imbalance and inadequate diet. This results in inability of the body to repair itself. As a
consequence of this our bones loose their density resulting in osteoporosis. It is vital to supplement food with
calcium, collagen and minerals.

Why do we require Calcium and Collagen?
Calcium

Calcium is found mostly in our bones. Our food intake provides us with calcium.
Calcium provides nutrients for our heart to beat and muscles to function. Our
bones are constantly eroded throughout our life and are replaced with new bone
tissue. If our diet is calcium deficient, our calcium needs for proper body function is
taken from the bones. Our bones will degenerate if calcium is not replaced and
hence lead to health problems such as brittle bones or osteoporosis.

Unhealthy Joints

Collagen

The cartilage between our joints is mostly made up of collagen. The cartilage
acts as a cushion between our joints as we move. Having a healthy cartilage is Bones
important to ensure healthy joints where we can have unrestricted
movements without discomfort.

Articular cartilages

Calcium from Seaweed

Over many years, people throughout the world have discovered and enjoyed
the benefits of seaweed, either in food, health products or natural therapies.
It's greater bio-availability made it more popular. The seaweed is well known
for its abundance source of calcium and other trace minerals which the body
needs.

Why choose

Plus

Healthy Joints

• K-OsteoCalPlus originates from seaweed that absorbs essential minerals and nutrients from the sea.

• It contains a broad range of minerals and collagen that assist in developing bones, maintaining healthy joints
and enhance calcium absorption.
• It contains a high concentration of other Bone-Essential Minerals such as:
~ Magnesium, which builds and strengthens the soft centre of the bones onto which minerals adhere to.
~ It also contains boron that helps to enhance calcium absorption.
~ Together with copper and zinc, they play a role with enzyme co-factors to build up and cell division of
bones.
• It has higher bioavailability and better calcium absorption than calcium carbonate and tricalcium phosphate.

Benefits of

• Helps to maintain strong bones and
healthy teeth
• Helps to decrease risk of bone loss
and fractures
• Helps to improve joint functions
• Helps to lower risk of colon cancer
• Helps to monitor regular heart beat
• Helps to alleviate insomnia
• Helps to metabolise your body's iron

Plus

• Assisting nervous system, especially
in impulse mission
• Assists in weight management
• Helps in preventing blood clot and
helps in muscle contraction
• Utilising amino acids as building
blocks for all body protein
• Assists in maintaining healthy joints

Seaweed is one of the richest
plant sources of calcium.
The calcium from K-OsteoCalPlus
is derived from seaweed
harvested from the sea.
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